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JUST4RENT BLOC

Just4Rent Bloc is a dedicated rental shoe, made to
offer

a

higher

performance

alternative

to

conventional rental shoes. The tough knitted
textile upper allows the shoe to be cold machine
washed

to

keep

them

fresh.

With

a

more

asymmetric last shape and highly durable rubber,
Just4Rent Bloc is the ideal bouldering gym rental
shoe.

The upper is constructed from washable, tough and breathable
knitted textile making it easy to keep them fresh and hygienic.
Our unique IRS construction combines the rand and sole as a
single piece of rubber, eliminating delamination and placing
6mm of durable rubber in the high wear zone at the toe.

Just4Rent Bloc features a comfortable, yet
slightly

downturned

last

shape,

helping

introduce newer climbers to a more precise fit. Hook and loop straps make
them fast and easy to put on. Rubber coverage over the top of the foot aids
friction on toe hooks. The heel tabs feature a stitched-on size label and a
press stud to fasten a pair together, speeding up the rental process. Finally
our durable Endurance™ rubber will ensure they survive the rigours of rental
use.
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UPPERS Synthetic textile upper for maximum breathability and to allow cold washing.
Convenient double strap closure. CHS heel padding for superior



comfort



LINING No



MIDSOLE Special anti-deformation half midsole



CONSTRUCTION Slip-Lasted



SOLE IRS Sole unit with hardwearing Boreal Endurance rubber for maximum durability



CHARACTERISTICS Comfortable and easy to put on, but with additional features to
aid more technical climbing



USAGE Rental shoes suited to more technical indoor climbing and bouldering
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